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Knives | Knife sharpener | Multifunctional
scissors Cutting boards | Graters

A sharp chef’s knife is the most important tool in a cook’s arsenal – whether you
are a home chef or a pro. We have made sure that knives and scissors from our Atlas
collection will provide you with the optimal experience when it comes to cutting your
food.

They will always stay sharp with our Atlas
knife sharpeners featuring two levels of
sharpening knives (metal plate for coarse
processing / white ceramic rods for fine
finishing).

We offer you the best possible option for
your knives with our Sham collection of
cutting boards that have a specially
designed antibacterial surface that acts
gently on the blade of the knife.

Finally, when it comes to grating or slicing
cheese and vegetables, the Sham graters
are the perfect choice for this task.



ONE-PIECE
Construction

SPECIALLY
Hardened Steel

Stainless steel blade and plastic handle with

stainless steel insert. Made from strongest

18/10 stainless steel. Impeccable one-piece

construction for durability and robustness

Atlas knives come with chic black handles with a
matte metal insert to make sure that they look 
great in any kitchen, no matter the style

SPECIAL SHARPENING

All our knives are handmade using specially hardened steel (X30CR13/1.4028)

and the blade also goes through additional sharpening during production

which helps to retain the sharpness for an extended period.

ATLAS

STOCK CODE ITEM NUMBER & DESCRIPTION

OR5600 ATLAS_95319 CHOPPER 17.5CM

OR5602 ATLAS_95320 CHEF KNIFE 20CM

OR5604 ATLAS_95321 SANTOKU KNIFE 17.5CM

OR5608 ATLAS_95322 CARVING KNIFE 20CM

OR5610 ATLAS_95323 UTILITY KNIFE 13CM

OR5612 ATLAS_95324 PAIRING KNIFE 9CM



ERGONOMIC
Wooden Soft-TouchHandle

SPECIALLY
Hardened Steel

Carina knife set is able to satisfy all of your

needs. Сompact and stunningly designed they are 

sure to fit into any kitchen space no matter the 

design.

Ergonomic soft-touch handle to chop away with perfect ease and 

enjoy the whole cooking experience. The 4-piece set comes in a

magnetic box keeping them neat and ready for immediate use.. 

Carina knives come with an antibacterial surface so that any 

build of bacteria is dealt with quickly and efficiently .

SPECIAL SHARPENING

All Carina knives are made using specially hardened stainless steel 3CR13 and the

blade also goes through additional sharpening during production which helps

to retain the sharpness for an extended period.

CARINA

STOCK 
CODE

ITEM NUMBER & DESCRIPTION

OR5650 CARINA 95501 4 PCS KNIFE SET



UNIQUE
Exterior Hammer Design

SPECIALLY
Hardened Steel

This Thor knife set comes with a uniquely hammered handle design. 

Impeccable one-piece construction for durability and robustness. 

The ergonomic stainless-steel handles are painted in black color 

ensuring they will make the perfect companion to any kitch- en, no 

matter what its design is Antibacterial surface quickly and efficient- ly 

prevents any build of bacteria. Thor knives are extra easy to clean and 

are dishwasher safe that will save you time at the washing up

SPECIAL SHARPENING

All our knives are handmade using specially hardened steel (X30CR13/1.4028) 

and the blade also goes through additional sharpening during production 

which helps to retain the sharpness for an extended period.

THOR

STOCK 
CODE

ITEM NUMBER & DESCRIPTION

OR5652 THOR_95502 3 PCS KNIFE SET



ANTIBACTERIAL
Surface

HEALTHY COOKING

The sharp blades of modern kitchen knives require special 

cutting boards. We offer you the best option for your knives 

with our Sham collection. These cutting boards have a unique 

surface that gently acts on the blade of the knife when slicing 

and shredding.

The modern design of our boards and their durability are 

combined with practical high- quality plastic which prevents the 

accumulation and reproduction of microbes.

ECOFRIENDLY ANTIBACTERIAL
SURFACE

EASY TOCLEAN DISHWASHER

SHAM

STOCK CODE ITEM NUMBER & DESCRIPTION DIMENSION (cm)

OR5800 SHAM_95401 CUTTING BOARD 20CM 20 x 13.8 x 0.8

OR5802 SHAM 95403 CUTTING BOARD 36.8CM 29 x 20 x 0.8

OR5804 SHAM_95410 GRATER 4 SIDES 36.8 x 25.3 x 0.8



HIGH QUALITY
Stainless Steel

NON-SLIP
Silicone Base

Solidly constructed, with rigid sides and a base that won’t 

easily slide out from under you, Sham graters will 

provide all the flakes, shreds, and shards you’ll ever need.

Each side has a different size grating surface which 

grates evenly and effortlessly across its entire perforated 

surface.

SHAM

STOCK CODE ITEM NUMBER & DESCRIPTION DIMENSION (cm)

OR5806 SHAM_95413 GRATER WITH CONTAINER 6 SIDES 12.8 x 10.5 x 20


